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Update on vector boson pair production at hadron colliders
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We present numerical results~including full one-loop QCD corrections! for the processespp̄ and pp
→W1W2, W6Z/g* and Z/g* Z/g* followed by the decay of the massive vector bosons into leptons. In
addition to their intrinsic importance as tests of the standard model, these processes are also backgrounds to
conjectured non-standard model processes. Because of the small cross sections at the Fermilab Tevatron, full
experimental control of these backgrounds will be hard to achieve. This accentuates the need for up-to-date

theoretical information. A comparison is made with earlier work and cross section results are presented forpp̄
collisions atAs52 TeV andpp collisions atAs514 TeV. Practical examples of the use of our calculations are
presented.@S0556-2821~99!01323-5#

PACS number~s!: 13.38.2b, 12.38.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

We present results for the hadronic production of a vec
boson pair, including all spin correlations in the decay of
final state bosons,qq̄→V1V2→ leptons whereVi5W6,Z or
g* . The calculations are performed in next-to-leading or
in aS . We implement the helicity amplitudes of@1# and thus
extend previous treatments of vector boson pair produc
~@2–4# and@5–7#! to include spin correlations in all the pa
tonic matrix elements. By including the decay products
this way it is possible to impose experimental cuts, neces
to compare theory with experiment. Some cuts are exp
mentally necessary and more stringent cuts are often us
in order to reduce backgrounds in the search for new phys
Although phenomenological predictions including thecom-
plete one loop predictions are presented here for the fi
time, this may be a matter of theoretical correctness ra
than practical importance. The early predictions were p
formed at 16 and 40 TeV and to a limited extent at 1.8 Te
so an update of the phenomenological results is in any c
appropriate. We have therefore provided predictions forpp̄
collisions at 2 TeV~Fermilab Tevatron run II! and for pp
collisions at 14 TeV@CERN Large Hadron Collider~LHC!#.
Since the early predictions were made, there have b
changes inas and the determination of the gluon distrib
tion, especially at smallx. We include this information by
using modern parton distributions.

Our results are obtained using a Monte Carlo progr
MCFM which allows the calculation of any infrared finit
quantity through orderas . The Monte Carlo program is con
structed using the method of Ref.@8# based on the subtrac
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tion technique of Ref.@9#. We hope to provide further detail
in a subsequent publication.

II. TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS

As already noted, there is a substantial existing literat
on vector boson pair production in hadronic collisions. As
cross-check of our results, we will compare the values of
total cross section obtained using our Monte Carlo~MCFM!
with those of Frixione, Nason, Mele and Ridolfi@2–4#. Since
the earlier predictions were made at center-of-mass ener
of As516 TeV andAs540 TeV, we will also provide up-
to-date values forpp̄ collisions at 2 TeV andpp collisions at
14 TeV. These run II Tevatron and LHC predictions conta
the latest parton distribution sets@10,11# as well as more
recent electroweak input.

A. Comparison with existing results

We will first present a comparison with older results
the total cross section. We use the structure funct
Harriman-Martin-Roberts-Sterling set B~HMRSB! @12#,
which is common amongst the calculations of@2–4#. This set
corresponds to a four-flavor value ofL (4)

QCD5190 MeV. For
the purposes of comparison we use the standard two
expression@13#

aS~Q2!5
1

b ln ~Q2/L2!
F12

b8

b

ln ln~Q2/L2!

ln~Q2/L2!
G , ~1!

and match to five flavors atmb55 GeV, as
(4)(mb)

5as
(5)(mb). This yields a strong coupling at theZ mass of
TABLE I. Total cross section for the various di-boson processes atAs516 TeV. For the cases ofW6Z and W1W2 production the
electroweak parameters aremW580.0 GeV,mZ591.17 GeV,aem

215128 and cosuw5mW /mZ @4,3#. For Z pairs the input is insteadmZ

591.18 GeV, sin2 uw50.228 andaem
215128 @2#.

As516 TeV W1W2 ZW1 ZW2 ZZ
(pp) MCFM Ref. @4# MCFM Ref. @3# MCFM Ref. @3# MCFM Ref. @2#

Born @pb# 64.10 64.11 14.64 14.61 10.26 10.25 9.76 9.75
Full @pb# 99.03 99.03 27.18 27.11 18.95 18.91 13.3 13.2
©1999 The American Physical Society06-1
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TABLE II. Total cross section for the various di-boson processes atAs540 TeV. Input parameters are given in the caption to Tabl

As540 TeV W1W2 ZW1 ZW2 ZZ
(pp) MCFM Ref. @4# MCFM Ref. @3# MCFM Ref. @3# MCFM Ref. @2#

Born @pb# 148.9 149.0 33.56 33.49 25.58 25.54 23.5 23.5
Full @pb# 254.1 254.1 71.86 71.71 54.78 54.67 34.1 33.9
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The renormalization and factorization scales are chosen t
equal to the average mass of the produced boson
@namely,mW , mZ and (mW1mZ)/2].

Finally, since the early calculations present results for
production of two on-shell vector bosons, we need to ens
that in our Monte Carlo calculation~in which we produce 4
final-state leptons! we use the narrow-width approximatio
where only doubly resonant diagrams are included. The
shell boson cross sections can be obtained by dividing ou
relevant branching ratios. A full discussion of the other d
grams included in our approach is given in Sec. III.

The comparison of the results for app collider at center
of mass energies ofAs516 TeV andAs540 TeV is shown
in Tables I and II, respectively. For the cases ofWWandZZ
pair production, the values for comparison are taken dire
from @2# and @4#. For ZW6, the results are slightly differen
from those published in@3# since the contribution from pro
cesses of the typeg1b→Z1W21t with the top quark
taken massless~which it is no longer appropriate to include!
have been removed.1 The comparison between our resu
and the results of Refs.@2–4# is satisfactory. Apart from their
role as a check of our programs the results in Tables I an
should be considered obsolete.

B. Results for Tevatron run II and the LHC

In order to update the currently available predictions,
use modern values of the particle masses and widths
given in @13#,

MW580.41 GeV, GW52.06 GeV,

MZ591.187 GeV, GZ52.49 GeV, ~3!
11300
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215128.89 and present the results using t

most recent distributions of two popular sets of structu
functions, Martin-Roberts-Stirling 1998~MRS98! @10# and
CTEQ5 @11#.

The total cross sections expected at the Tevatron and
LHC are shown in Tables III and IV. We have used a cent
gluon andaS(MZ)50.1175 for the MRS98 parton distribu
tion set ~ft08a!, whilst CTEQ5M hasaS(MZ)50.118. As
before, the factorization and renormalization scalem is set
equal to the average of the produced vector boson mas
Note that because of changes in the structure functions
as the modern cross sections atAs514 TeV lie well above
the old values atAs516 TeV given in Table I.

One can see that in run II at the Tevatron, theK factor
~the ratio of the full next-to-leading order result to the Bo
level prediction! is approximately 1.3 for each case, while
the LHC it varies between 1.3 forZ pairs and 1.7 forZW2.
The differences between the two choices of parton distri
tions considered in this paper are of the order of 3% in run
but about 6% at the LHC.

Figure 1 shows the scale dependence of the cross se
at As52 TeV both in leading and next-to-leading order u
ing the MRS98 distribution. The growth of the cross sectio
with energy is shown in Fig. 2, emphasizing that at hi
energy vector boson pair production is dominated by prod
tion of sea partons. Note however that it is still true th
s(W1Z).s(W2Z) at the energy of the LHC.

III. BEYOND THE ZERO-WIDTH APPROXIMATION

Part of the reason for re-evaluating the vector boson p
production cross sections is to estimate their importance
backgrounds for new physics processes. In this context
tails of the Breit-Wigner distributions may be important. W
are therefore motivated to go beyond the zero width appro
mation. We consider all standard model contributions to fo
ext.
TABLE III. Total cross section for the various di-boson processes for the Tevatron Run II. Input parameters are given in the t

As52 TeV W1W2 ZW1 or ZW2 ZZ

(pp̄) MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5

Born @pb# 10.0 10.3 1.46 1.49 1.22 1.25
Full @pb# 13.0 13.5 1.95 2.01 1.56 1.60

1We are grateful to P. Nason for providing us with a modifiedcode for these cases.
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TABLE IV. Total cross section for the various di-boson processes for the LHC. Input parameters are given in the text.

As514 TeV W1W2 ZW1 ZW2 ZZ
(pp) MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5

Born @pb# 81.8 86.7 18.6 19.9 11.7 12.5 12.2 12.9
Full @pb# 120.6 127.8 31.9 34.0 20.2 21.4 16.3 17.2
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lepton production, rather than just those proceeding thro
the production of a pair of vector bosons.

In the zero width approximationq25MV
2 , the doubly

resonant diagrams form a gauge invariant set. If we wish
move beyond the zero-width approximation, so that we h
q2ÞMV

2 , gauge invariance requires that we include all d
grams which contribute to a given final state. This probl
has been extensively studied in thee1e2 environment where
similar diagrams contribute toW-pair production@14#.

In practice this means that in addition to the diagra
containing two resonant propagators, we must calculate
grams containing only a single resonant propagator. For
case ofW-pair production, examples of such doubly and s
gly resonant diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. To illustrate
gauge dependence of the individual sets of diagrams
may work in an axial gauge, taking care to include both
mixed propagators and additional vertices that arise in th
gauges.

Even when we include all the diagrams, a second prob
arises when we introduce a width for the propagators
avoid on-shell poles. With the modification,

1

q22M2
→ 1

q22M21 iM G
,

for each of the propagators, the amplitude is no longer ga
invariant because we now have a mix of singly and dou
resonant diagrams. The Breit-Wigner form of the propaga
sums self-energy diagrams which are not separately ga
invariant. Since the resummation of all diagrams which c
tribute to a given process is not practical, several mod

FIG. 1. Scale dependence of vector boson pair production c
sections.
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have been proposed which allow the introduction of a fin
width but preserve gauge invariance.

For a review of the models, the ‘‘pole-scheme’’@15#, the
‘‘fermion-loop scheme’’ @16# and the ‘‘pinch technique’’
@17#, see, for example, Ref.@14#. Here we will adopt the
simple prescription whereby we use 1/(q22M2) for each
propagator initially and then multiply the whole amplitud
by

)
props

S q22M2

q22M21 iM G
D ,

which clearly maintains gauge invariance@18#. This is the
correct treatment for the doubly resonant piece, but mistre
the singly resonant diagrams, primarily in the regionq2

;M2 where the doubly resonant diagrams dominate. Thi
the method that we will use to produce our Monte Ca
results in the remainder of this paper. Since the introduct
of the width represents an all-orders resummation of a pa
set of diagrams, there is no unique way to include it a
given order.

We now present our results for the various leptonic fin
states using the prescription given above. In practice,
observed cross sections are limited by the acceptance o
detectors in rapidity and in transverse momentum. We qu
cross sections for particular channels with cuts appropr
for run II and the LHC. Specifically, we apply cuts on th
transverse momentum and rapidity of each lepton,

pT.20 GeV, uhu,hmax,

ss
FIG. 2. Energy dependence of vector boson pair produc

cross sections. The scalem is taken to be the average vector bos
mass.
6-3
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hmax5H 2 run II,

2.5 LHC,
~4!

and a cut on the total missing transverse energy,

E” T.25 GeV. ~5!

This suffices forWW production; for the other cases w
perform a mass cut 75,Ml 1 l 2,105 GeV. For a more de
tailed study, one might tailor the cuts individually for ea
process and include detector resolution effects.

Using the same input as the previous section, but n
with the inclusion of the singly resonant diagrams, our f
next-to-leading order results with these cuts are summar
in Tables V and VI.

IV. EXAMPLES

In this section we present two examples to demonst
the use of theMCFM Monte Carlo.

A. Tri-lepton production at run II

One of the ‘‘gold-plated’’ supersymmetry discove
modes at run II is gaugino pair production resulting in
tri-lepton signal,

pp̄→x1
2~→ l 82nx1

0! x2
0~→ l 1l 2x1

0!, ~6!

FIG. 3. Doubly~a! and singly~b! resonant diagrams contribu

ing to the parton-level processqq̄→W1W2→e2n̄enmm1.
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wherex1
0 is the lightest supersymmetric particle. In order

obtain a clean signal, it is imperative to have a good und
standing of the standard model background, which is p
dominantly from leptonic decay of aWZ pair. There have
been many previous studies of this background~see@20# and
references therein!, primarily performed using theISAJET

@21# andPYTHIA @22# event generators. While event gener
tors can have advantages over a fixed order calculation
presently writtenISAJET and PYTHIA do not include theg*
contribution or the interference between the photon and thZ
in WZ/g* production.

In the recent paper@20#, a set of cuts was proposed t
further isolate the trilepton signal. However, this study w
based on aPYTHIA analysis which includes only theWZ
process and notWg* process in assessing the standa
model four lepton background.

Following @20#, we apply the cuts,

central lepton:pT.11 GeV, uhu,1,

remaining leptons:pT.7 GeV and pT.5 GeV,
~7!

E” T.25 GeV,

and examine the invariant mass distribution of opposite-s
same-flavor lepton pairs. This differential cross section~us-
ing the MRS98 structure functions atAs52 TeV! is shown
in Fig. 4.

We see that as the invariant mass of deviates from thZ
peak, the contribution from the off-shell photon dominat
For the case presented in Ref.@20# we havemx'122 GeV
which gives a signal region 10,Ml 1 l 2,60 GeV. Studies
using PYTHIA therefore underestimate the standard mo
background.

B. Higgs production via gluon-gluon fusion

At the Tevatron the dominant production mode for
@Standard model~SM! or similar# Higgs boson is via gluon
fusion,gg→H via heavy quark loops. A natural decay mod
for 140,MH,180 GeV is thenH→W(* )W(* )→ leptons/
jets, which has been extensively discussed in the litera
@23,24#. The most recent of these studies@24#, performed
using PYTHIA, optimized a set of cuts to suppress the S
backgrounds for the di-lepton plus missing energy chan
and for the like-sign lepton plus jets channel.

Here we perform a parton-level analysis for the di-lept
1 missing energy signal. The signal is calculated using
heavy-top effectiveggH vertex @25# and we have applied
cuts~10!–~16! of @24# which we now describe. In addition to
a standard set of cuts,
TABLE V. Cross sections~in fb! for various channels at the Tevatron run II with the cuts of Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

Run II W2W1→e2n̄e1n ZW6→e2e1n̄e6 ZZ→e2e1m2m1
ZZ→e2e1(nn̄33)

MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5

scuts
NLO @fb# 70.9 73.5 2.89 2.99 1.64 1.70 10.7 11.0
6-4
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TABLE VI. Cross sections~in fb! for various channels at the LHC with the cuts of Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

LHC W2W1→e2n̄e1n ZW1→e2e1ne1
ZW2→e2e1n̄e2 ZZ→e2e1m2m1

MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ5 MRS98 CTEQ

scuts
NLO @fb# 514 549 34.0 36.2 22.9 24.6 12.0 12.7
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pT~e!.10 gev, uheu,1.5,

pT~m1!.10 gev, pT~m2!.5 Gev,

uhmu,1.5,

m~ l l !.10 Gev, DR~ l j !.0.4,

E” .10 Gev, ~8!

there are further cuts to reduce the various background
cesses. First we apply

f~ l l !,160°, u~ l l !,160°. ~9!

wheref(l l ) is the azimuthal angle in the transverse pla
andu(l l ) the three-dimensional opening-angle between
two leptons. We also impose

pT~ l l !.20 Gev, cosu l l 2E” T
,0.5,

MT~ l E” T!.20 Gev, ~10!

whereu l l 2E” T
is the relative angle between the lepton p

transverse momentum and the missing transverse mome
and the two-body transverse-mass is defined for each le
and the missing energy as

MT
2~ l E” T!52pT~ l !E” T~12cosu l 2E” T

!. ~11!

Further di-lepton mass cuts are

FIG. 4. The lepton invariant mass with the fullZ/g* interfer-
ence~single hatched! and with theZ only ~double hatched!. Each
generated event is binned once for each opposite-sign, same-fl
lepton pair. Events which give rise to two entries are binned w
half the event weight. The total cross sections in the plot are 49.
and 42.6 fb, respectively.
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m~ l l !,78 Gev for e1e2,m1m2,

m~ l l !,110 Gev for em, ~12!

and we also cut on the Dittmar-Dreiner angleu l 1
* for each

lepton l 1,

20.3,cosu l 1
* ,0.8. ~13!

Finally, we introduce a jet veto,

veto if pT
j 1.95 Gev, uh j u,3,

veto if pT
j 2.50 Gev, uh j u,3, ~14!

and reject events where either jet isb tagged with an effi-
ciency,

eb51.1357% tanhS hb

36.05D . ~15!

The results of our analysis (scuts) at As52 TeV for 140
,mH,190 are shown in Table VII, where we have em
ployed the structure function set MRS98. Also shown
Table VII are the total cross sections for the various chann
which serve as normalizations of our results. The prim
background in this channel is fromW1W2 with smaller
backgrounds from top pair production,2 WZ andZZ produc-
tion. For the signal, we choose the renormalization scalem
5mH ; for the di-boson backgrounds we again use the m
boson mass. In the case of thet t̄ background we setm
5100 GeV; orderas

3 corrections to the total top pair produc
tion cross section are small at this scale@26#.

vor
h
fb

TABLE VII. Signal and background cross sections for a Hig
search with di-lepton final states. Thet1t2 background is negli-
gible with these cuts. For comparison, the total cross sections~with-
out leptonic decays from the vector bosons! are also shown.

Signal (mH) 140 150 160 170 180 190

scuts ~fb! 4.36 5.32 6.12 5.15 3.90 2.47
s total ~pb! 0.181 0.206 0.215 0.180 0.143 0.097

Background WW t t̄ ZZ WZ

scuts ~fb! 185 9.55 2.48 10.4
s total ~pb! 13.0 6.82 1.56 3.96

2This process is implemented only at leading order inMCFM.
6-5
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Our analysis confirms that theWW process is the princi-
pal background for Higgs production in the region 1
,mH,190. Note that we have not included the dec
W(→tn→ l 1X) in our calculations. The comparison wit
Ref. @24# ~where these effects are included! is therefore not
exact. The effects oft decays are stated to be small in Re
@24#.

We find that all the backgrounds due to the di-boson p
cesses are larger than in Ref.@24#, primarily because we hav
normalized to theO(as) cross sections which are about 30
bigger than the Born cross sections,~c.f. Table III!. Note
however that our signal cross sections are also larger
Ref. @24# by about 20%, so the net effect onS/AB may be
small. In addition, we find that the background from theWZ
class of events is about twice as big as Ref.@24# because of
our inclusion of theWg* contribution, which was left out in
Ref. @24#. Our estimate of thet t̄ background is smaller tha
in Ref. @24#, perhaps because we do not include leptons fr
b decay.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a Monte Carlo program for vec
boson pair production at hadron colliders, including for t
first time the completeO(as) corrections with leptonic de
cay correlations.

We have employed this program to calculate the total
boson cross sections, first as a cross-check with existing
sults in the literature and secondly in order to provide
update of predictions for run II at the Tevatron and for t
LHC, including the latest structure functions and strong c
pling. The cross sections are larger than previous estim
in the literature.

The advantage of this Monte Carlo program is only re
ized when cuts are applied to the final-state leptons. Thi
primarily of importance when estimating standard mo
backgrounds to new physics, which is especially crucia
the Tevatron. For this reason we have provided two
amples of such uses in run II, tri-lepton production as
SUSY signal and a di-lepton analysis for an intermedia
mass Higgs search.

APPENDIX: AMPLITUDES
FOR FOUR FERMION PROCESSES

We first introduce a separation of the totaln-particle tree-
level amplitude into its doubly and singly resonant comp
nents:

A n
tree5C coup~An,DR

tree 1An,SR
tree !, ~A1!

whereC coup is an overall coupling factor depending on th
di-boson process under consideration. The contributi
An,DR

tree were first calculated in@19# although we will closely
follow the more recent notation and approach of@1#. In par-
11300
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ticular, the amplitudes are presented in terms of particle m
mentapi that are all outgoing, so that momentum conser
tion implies( i pi50.

1. W1W2 final states

For this process we label the particles as

0→q1q̄2 W2~→l 3n̄4! W1~→ l̄ 5n6!,

where the leptons are not necessarily of the same flavor,
we write the process in this manner to remind the reader
q1 represents an outgoing quark~so that when we cross to
obtain the desired result, it becomes an incoming anti-qua!.
Then from@1# we see that the non-vanishing doubly reson
helicity amplitudes for up-quark annihilation are~with labels
suppressed where possible!

A6,DR
tree ~u1

L ,ū2
R!5@A6

tree,a~1,2,3,4,5,6!

1CL,uA6
tree,b~1,2,3,4,5,6!#P34P56,

A6,DR
tree ~u1

R,ū2
L!5CR,uA6

tree,b~2,1,3,4,5,6! P34P56, ~A2!

with the sub-amplitudesA6
treegiven by Eqs.~2.8! and~2.9! of

@1#. ThePi j are propagator factors given by

Pi j 5
si j

si j 2Mi j
2

, ~A3!

with M125MZ andM345M565MW . The couplings that ap-
pear in these amplitudes are

C coup5S e2

sin2 uW
D 2

, ~A4!

CL,$
u
d%562Q$

u
d%sin2 uW1~1

72Q$
u
d%sin2 uW!P12, ~A5!

CR,$
u
d%562Q$

u
d%sin2 uW~12P12!,

~A6!

where Qi is the electric charge in units of the positro
charge. For the additional singly resonant diagrams we fi
6-6
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A6,SR
tree ~u1

L ,ū2
R!52sin2 uW$„P56A6

tree,a~3,4,6,5,2,1!1P34A6
tree,a~6,5,1,2,4,3!…vL,nvL,uP121„P56A6

tree,a~3,4,1,2,5,6!

1P34A6
tree,a~6,5,3,4,2,1!…~QuQe1vL,evL,uP12!%,

A6,SR
tree ~uR ,ūL!5A6,SR

tree ~uL ,ūR!~L↔R,1↔2!, ~A7!
ng

es
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where we have introduced a further set of scaled coupli
@1#,

vL,e5
2122Qe sin2 uW

sin 2uW
, vR,e52

2Qe sin2 uW

sin 2uW
,

~A8!

vL,q5
6122Qq sin2 uW

sin 2uW
, vR,q52

2Qqsin2 uW

sin 2uW
,

~A9!

vL,n5
1

sin 2uW
. ~A10!

Note that here the sub-amplitudes needed for the singly r
nant diagrams are exactly those introduced in@1# to describe
the doubly resonant diagrams. This is because the diagr
are topologically equivalent and~modulo couplings! we can
11300
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obtain the singly resonant amplitudes by simply re-label
the external legs. The down-quark amplitudes may be
tained simply by symmetry,

A6,DR
tree ~d,d̄!5A6,DR

tree ~u,ū!~u↔d,3↔6,4↔5!,

A6,SR
tree ~d,d̄!5A6,SR

tree ~u,ū!~u↔d!. ~A11!

As described in@1#, the doubly resonant amplitudes for th
process with an additional gluon radiated from the quark l
are exactly analogous to Eq.~A2! and require the introduc
tion of functionsA7,tree. However, unlike the 6-particle am
plitudes, these functions are not sufficient to describe
singly resonant diagrams. In this case, initial state gluon
diation in the singly resonant diagrams would correspond
final-state radiation in the equivalent doubly resonant d
grams and thus we need to introduce a new set of s
amplitudes. For a positive helicity gluon of momentump7
we find
onal

ained by
A7,SR
tree ~u1

L ,ū2
R,g7

1!52 sin2 uW3$„P56B7
tree,a~1,2,3,4,5,6,7!1P34B7

tree,b~2,1,3,4,5,6,7!…vL,nvL,nP127

1„P56B7
tree,b~2,1,6,5,4,3,7!1P34B7

tree,a~1,2,6,5,4,3,7!…~QuQe1vL,evL,uP127!%, ~A12!

where the new functions are defined by

B7
tree,a5

i ^36&^1u~217!u4&^1u~316!u5&

^17&^27&s56t127t356
, ~A13!

and

B7
tree,b5

2 i ^26&@45#@^12&^3u~514!u1&2^27&^3u~514!u7&#

^17&^27&s34t127t345
. ~A14!

Our definition of the spinor products follows Ref.@1#. The remaining amplitudes are obtained as above, with the additi
~negative helicity! gluon corresponding, as in the doubly resonant case, to the operation2flip1 defined in@1#. As will be the
case for all the amplitudes in this appendix, the loop contributions for the singly resonant diagrams may be simply obt
following the prescription~3.20! of @1#.

2. W6Z final states

Here we label the two processes slightly differently,

0→q1q̄2 W2~→l 3n̄4! Z~→ l̄ 5l 6!,

0→q1q̄2 W1~→n3 l̄ 4! Z~→ l̄ 5l 6!, ~A15!
6-7
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in order to simplify the form of the amplitudes and the overall coupling~cf. Ref. @16#! is

C coup5S e2

sinuW
D 2

.

The doubly resonant amplitude for a left-handed decay of theZ is

A6,DR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

L!5A6
tree,a~1,2,3,4,5,6!~vL,q2

vL,eP561Qq2
Qe!P341A6

tree,a~1,2,6,5,4,3!~vL,q1
vL,eP561Qq1

Qe!P34

6A6
tree,b~1,2,3,4,5,6!~vL,e cotuWP561Qe!P12P34, ~A16!

where the masses in the propagators are nowM125M345MW andM565MZ . For W1 production we haveq15d, q25u and
the third line has a positive contribution, whileW2 corresponds toq15u, q25d and a negative sign. This reduces to the fo
given in @1# if we setQe50 to neglect the virtual photon diagrams. The right-handed amplitude is obtained by a sym
transformation,

A6,DR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

R!5A6,DR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

L!~vL,e↔vR,e ,5↔6!. ~A17!

The singly resonant diagrams are somewhat more complicated. With aZ propagator we can couple both electrons a
neutrinos, whileg* may only couple directly to the electrons. In addition, if the final state electrons are both left-handed
is a contribution from a diagram containing twoW propagators. In total we obtain

A6,SR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

L!5„vL,1A6
tree,a~3,4,6,5,2,1!1vL,2A6

tree,a~3,4,1,2,5,6!…P56P12vL,e1„c1A6
tree,a~3,4,6,5,2,1!

1c2A6
tree,a~3,4,1,2,5,6!…P12Qe

21„c1A6
tree,a~6,5,1,2,4,3!1c2A6

tree,a~6,5,3,4,2,1!…
P12P 34

2 sin2 uW

, ~A18!

where the newly introduced couplingsvL,i andci depend upon the process under consideration and are given by

W1: c150, c251, vL,15vL,n , vL,25vL,e ,

W2: c151, c250, vL,15vL,e , vL,25vL,n . ~A19!

The right-handed contribution is similar, but does not contain the corresponding final term,

A6,SR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

R!5„vL,1A6
tree,a~3,4,5,6,2,1!1vL,2A6

tree,a~3,4,1,2,6,5!…P56P12vR,e1„c1A6
tree,a~3,4,5,6,2,1!

1c2A6
tree,a~3,4,1,2,6,5!…P12Qe

2 . ~A20!

We now turn to the graphs including gluon radiation. For the doubly resonant contribution with a positive helicity glu
find a similar structure,

A7,DR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

L ,g7
1!5A7

tree,a~1,2,3,4,5,6,7!~vL,q2
vL,eP561Qq2

Qe!P341A7
tree,a~1,2,6,5,4,3,7!~vL,q1

vL,eP561Qq1
Qe!P34

6A7
tree,b~1,2,3,4,5,6,7!~vL,e cotuWP561Qe!P127P34, ~A21!

while the singly resonant pieces again require the new amplitudes,

A7,SR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

L ,g7
1!5„vL,1B7

tree,a~1,2,3,4,5,6,7!1vL,2B7
tree,b~2,1,6,5,4,3,7!…P56P127vL,e1„c1B7

tree,a~1,2,3,4,5,6,7!

1c2B7
tree,b~2,1,6,5,4,3,7!…P127Qe

21„c1B7
tree,b~2,1,3,4,5,6,7!1c2B7

tree,a~1,2,6,5,4,3,7!…
P127P 34

2 sin2 uW

,

~A22!
113006-8
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A7,SR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6

R,g7
1!5„vL,1B7

tree,a~1,2,3,4,6,5,7!1vL,2B7
tree,b~2,1,5,6,4,3,7!…P56P127vR,e1„c1B7

tree,a~1,2,3,4,6,5,7!

1c2B7
tree,b~2,1,5,6,4,3,7!…P127Qe

2 . ~A23!

The remaining amplitudes, with the helicity of the gluon reversed, can be obtained by the transformation,

A7,SR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6 ,g7

2!52A7,SR
tree ~q1 ,q̄2 ,l 6 ,g7

1!~4↔6,3↔5,̂ ab&↔@ab#,B7
tree,a↔B7

tree,b!. ~A24!
e,
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